SPECIAL OFFER
£135
(Was £270)

Half price offer on insolvency companion volumes

Insolvency law book bundle

Gowdy, W. T and S. T
Individual Insolvency: the law and practice in Northern Ireland 2009

Gowdy: W. T and S. T
Corporate Involvency: the law and practice in Northern Ireland 2013
Order Form

Payment can be made in person by cheque or card at the Law Society Library
(Please make cheques payable to the Law Society of Northern Ireland)

Or

Post your order along with payment to:
Library and Information Services, Law Society House, 96 Victoria Street, Belfast BT1 3GN, DX 422 NR BELFAST 1

Cost £135 per bundle
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Gowdy, W. T and S. T
Corporate Involvency: the law and practice in Northern Ireland 2013